Chapter 12:
Chores, pocket money
and saving

Ingredients:
• Parents who never had to help

around the home as kids, so don’t
have the experience

• Parents who do not understand the
benefits kids feel by contributing

• Kids who’ve been parented to
believe that they are entitled and
are not required to help

• Kids who will not reach out to make
the lives of their family a bit easier
• A mother or father who are

completely in the service of

their kids
• Parents who are too busy to put in
the work required to teach their
kids how-to contribute

Recipe rescue:
teaching kids to belong by contributing

The scenarios…
Ella’s gets grounded again
“Ella, for the third time, get off your
phone and tidy up the mess you’ve
left in the bathroom. Your wet
towel has been on the floor and the
hair straighter in the basin all day.
Move them!”

You could’ve burnt the house
down,” bites Leanne.

Fourteen year old Ella rolls her eyes
and complains into the phone to
her friend, “Hold on a minute. Mum
wants me to be her slave again.”

“So you knew you left it on?” screams
Leanne aghast.

Enraged, Leanne’s eyes widen.
“What did you just say?”
She
snatches
the
phone
from
Ella
and
terminates
the conversation.

“What planet do you come from?”
shouts Leanne. “Since when do we
leave electrical appliances running
all day?”

“You’ve no right to do that!” roars Ella.
“Oh, like the way you have no right
to leave the bathroom in a mess.
You left your hair straightener on.
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“That’s why I left it in the basin ...
dah! At least I know that porcelain
won’t catch fire. Where did you go
to school?”

“Yeah,” scoffs Ella.

“Well, I would’ve had time to turn it off
if you weren’t yelling at me like a nut
case to get in the car this morning,”
taunts Ella.
“That’s

it

Ella,

you’re

totally

grounded for a month.” Ella
gasps, but Leanne is just revving
up. “You do nothing around
the house but make mess for others
to clean up. I have to nag to get you
to do anything. You treat this place
like it’s a hotel and we’re your staff.
You do nothing to help here, Ella,
nothing, and I’m completely over
it. Until you start to show some
cooperation and contribute to the
house, there’ll be no allowance, no
sport, no friends’ houses, no parties,
no screens and no mobile phone.”
Leanne believes she’s delivered the
knock-out punch.
“What?” blubbers Ella.
“You heard, Ella. Until we see some
contribution from you, your world
will be very small and very lonely.”
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I want and I get
“Mum, I want this App for my IPod.
It’s just $2.99. It’s a really good game.
Everyone at school has it,” asks eleven
year old Riley enthusiastically.
“What happened to the ten dollars I
gave you on Tuesday? I asked you to
put some of that aside for times like
this,” protests Sandra. “What on earth
did you spend it on?”
“I, er… I didn’t spend it. I think I lost it
at school” Riley hesitantly responds.

What’s fair?
Jan and Peter have two sons. There’s
easy going, thirteen year old Jack,
who’s usually cooperative and
contributes to chores around the
house. Then, there’s Clancy! He’s
eleven years old and does nothing
around the house unless nagged
and closely supervised. Without
supervision it’s typical to find
the canned dog food uncovered
inside the fridge with a spoon
still inside it, or a trail of garbage
down the hallway that’s escaped
from the plastic bin liner as he’s
dragged it to the wheelie bin.

Sandra feels her breathing quicken.
“Why did you take the money to
school?” The fuse has been lit and
Sandra is ready to explode. “You
know that I don’t want you taking
money to school unless it’s for the
tuck shop! When are you going to
learn that money doesn’t grow on
trees? Your father and I go to work to
earn that money and you spend it as
though there’s an endless supply of
it. You have no idea of the value of
money. That’s it! That’s the last dollar
you’ll get from me.’’

The next day at soccer, Riley runs
up to Sandra with his two friends
Josh and Callum in tow. All the boys
have their iPods in hand. “Mum, can
I download a game to your phone?
Callum and Josh both have it”.
Sandra, deep in conversation with a
friend, hands Riley her phone, “Here,
stop interrupting.” Sandra replies as
she momentarily breaks from her
conversation. Thirty seconds later,
the new $2.99 App is downloaded.
Riley’s timing and persistence has
paid off!

Over time, the gap between the
boys’ contribution to chores has
widened and resentment towards
Clancy has built. So, Jan and Peter
decide to make it fairer. They
announce that pocket money
earned from chores will be the boys’
spending money on an up-coming
family holiday, hoping this will be an
incentive for Clancy to show greater
responsibility.

him?” protests Jack. “Anyway,
you’ll just keep paying him whether
he does the jobs or not. It’s what
you’ve always done. It’s not fair!”
Jan and Peter see Jack’s point. It
makes them think. Have they made
a reasonable decision? Is their
decision loaded for or against
Clancy? Are they disadvantaging
Jack?
Are
they
honestly
prepared to make Clancy miss
out on things that Jack will be
able to afford on the holiday?
Is this in the spirit of a great family
holiday?

“Why is Clancy going to get the same
pocket money as me when you
always remind him and do it with

Are any of these scenarios slightly familiar?
In the first scenario, fourteen year old Ella’s spectacular lack of care and cooperation has driven her mum to ‘Armageddon styled’
consequences. In the second, eleven year old Riley’s lack of respect for money, and his persistence to extract it from his parents,
have them worried. In the final scenario, Jan and Peter are on the cusp of a revolt in their home, as a chore-based pocket money
system causes a gaping inequity. These parents, just as many of us do, are grappling with the big questions:
Should kids have regular chores?
Is it better to ask for help when a job needs doing?
Is it a good idea to pay the kids for chores so they can begin to control their own money?
Should money be given freely as the children’s share of the family income?
How can pocket money be used to help kids become financially literate?
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Recipe rescue:
teaching kids to belong by contributing
Your child’s mental health depends
on contribution
Let’s hit the number one issue on the
head. Kids must contribute! The level at
which they pitch in must correspond to
their age and capabilities. Equally, you
must be wise about how you go about
it. Basically, you have two choices.
You can nag, browbeat and threaten
the kids into doing chores, or you can
progressively teach them how-to do
chores, so it is seen as a way to naturally
support one another.
Your parents may have once said,
“You do the chores to help earn your
keep.” They knew what child wellbeing
experts have been able to measure for
some time. It is, kids who learn that they
belong through their contributions,
end up far healthier than those who
are not required to pitch in at home.
Emmy Werner’s research on resilience
found that the most resilient children

have been required to carry out socially
desirable tasks - chores - to prevent
others in their family or community
from experiencing overload, distress
or discomfort (Werner, 1984). Such
acts, called ‘required helpfulness’, are
proven to lead to lasting and positive
emotional changes in the young
helpers. Similarly, eastern philosophies
persistently raise the notion that
happiness comes from service to
others. Most kids, however, do not
spontaneously embrace a spirit of
helpfulness around the home, or
to others. This needs to be learned,
and takes clever modeling and
management by parents. Children need
to be shown the way. They need to be
taught how-to contribute with grace.

the sink, sweep a path, unpack the
dishwasher, vacuum their room, rake
leaves, straighten their bed and so on.
A word of caution - whatever they
do will never measure up to your
standards! Don’t believe us? Well,
what about the cleaner who’s paid to
clean your home or office? How many
conversations have you had with friends
about the shortfall in their standards
compared to your expectations? Why
is it that we are often more tolerant
towards those outside of our family?

Start simply and start early. As soon as
you feel each of your kids can contribute
teach them when and how-to keep a
space tidy, unpack their school bag,
water a plant, place their dishes into

...Most kids, however, do not spontaneously embrace
a spirit of helpfulness around the home, or to others.
This needs to be learned...
Let’s get practical
How often have you thought, ‘Heavens, getting her to do this darn job is actually
making more work for me?’ If you have, you’re not alone. Teaching the kids to
contribute around the house is 80% teaching and 20% about lightening your
domestic load. For the lucky ones, the odds gradually fall in their favour over time.
So, resist the urge to say - “Oh just give it to me. I may as well do it myself.” Stick with
coaching them, even if it means breaking tasks up into smaller, more doable chunks!
Match the task to the child
The golden rule is to match the chore to your child’s skills and ability. So, start young
children with the simplest of tasks. Select jobs they can do, will enjoy and gain a
sense of satisfaction from. The end-game is to make sure they experience a sense of
pride from being able to help out. This is the strongest motivator for contributions
in the future.
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A picture tells a thousand words!
Before you get the kids to attempt a
job on their own, do it with them! Once
it’s done take some photos of what the
completed job looks like. By doing this,
your child can compare their attempts
with what’s expected. If you’re iPod or
smartphone savvy, dedicate a folder
to images of ‘jobs done well’ - a clean
room, a straightened bed, a tidy desk,
a well raked lawn and more! When the
kids come to you too quickly and say,
“I’ve done it!” be ready to say, “Okay,
let’s get the photo so we can see how
you’ve done.” Get them to compare the
picture with their effort and if there’s
more to be done, kindly point out
what’s still to do. In the early stages
help them complete the task as part of
the coaching process.
Remember that family mission
statement?

our family rules

SHARE

keep your promises

jobs well done
helves
neat s like...
look

the

a tidy back
yard

per

fec

tp
lay
cor
n

er

bedroom
a clean

Thanks kids this makes my day
happier and easier.

Mum xxx.

Start speaking ‘contribution-ese’

Always thank the kids when they
finish a chore and have shown care.
After all, we appreciate being thanked
for jobs we’ve done. We call this sort
of feedback, ‘contribution-ese’ as it
helps to ensure future contributions.

‘Contribution-ese’
focuses
on
contribution and how it makes life
better for everyone. The crucial
message - you belong in the world
through your helpful contributions and
interactions with one another.

think of others before yourself

say I love you

Listen to your parents

DO YOUR BEST
say please and thank you

share the work

Always tell the truth

HUG OFTEN
We all help to clean up

Use Kind Words

love each other
Make sure the family mission statement
- refer to the chapter on ‘Rules’ - includes
an explicit statement about how the
family takes care of one another by
sharing jobs. It might include;
We share the jobs
We each help to keep a clean home
We all help to clean up
This clarifies that jobs aren’t just for the
adults - everyone contributes.

Here are a few examples
of ‘contribution-ese’;
• It makes it easier when the
dishwasher is unpacked,
thanks for that.
• The yard is such a nice place
to be when it’s raked. Was that you?
• It really helps everyone when
the playroom is kept tidy - thanks.
• I was so pleased to see the living
room vacuumed today. You’ve
made everyone’s day brighter!
• You’ve saved me an hour’s
work today by helping tidy the
garage - that makes my day easier.
• It always puts me in a great mood
when your room is tidy!
• I got such a pleasant surprise to
come home and find the dishes
done. Thanks for that.
• That’s a job well done. Thanks for
making things easier for everyone.
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So, how might this look? Here’s an
example;
“Clancy, you know how we’ve
planned to have Josh for a
sleepover on Friday night? Well,
that depends on you getting the
leaves on the back lawn raked
and put into the super sack by
dinner time today.”

You scratch my back and I’ll
scratch yours!
Well, this is how life in the big wide
world works. Remember, early in
the chapter? That fracas between
fourteen year old Ella and her mother,
Leanne? Yes, Ella’s adolescent brain
was operating on an entirely different
plane. In the Twilight Zone!
So, what’s to be done when kids,
younger and older, lose motivation
to contribute to the household tasks?
Here’s an approach to teach an ‘out of
whack’ teen potent lessons about how
the world works, but it comes with
some cautions;
Caution 1: You should not enjoy this.
If you receive pleasure from it, then
your intent is revengeful rather than
consequential - that’s unhealthy.
Caution 2: Use a quiet, low emotional
tone. Pick the right moment when you
and your child are calm. Say what you
need to say in as few words as possible,
and then move away.
Caution 3: Once you’ve said what
you need to say, expect your child
to be annoyed and vent frustration.
Do not buy into it.
Now that you have the cautions, here’s
the plan. Find a time to sit down with
your child, and together, generate a
list of the things you do for them that
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make their lives more enjoyable, but
please, stay away from being a martyr.
Lists include:
• Driving them to friends’ houses
• Driving them to sport
• Driving them to parties or social outings
• Allowing them to use your television
or computer
• Preparing their favorite meals
• Having their friends over in your home
• Having their friends for sleepovers
• Doing their washing
• Doing their ironing
• Paying their phone account
• Lending them the car
When you think about it, there are
many, many special things we do for
our kids that add to their quality of life,
and we would not suddenly be labelled
‘neglectful’ or ‘punitive’ if we decided to
thoughtfully withdraw one or two of
them from time to time. It’s easy to lose
sight of the difference between doing
‘favours’ for the kids, and the things
that they really are ‘entitled to’. So, once
the list is completed, let them know
that from now on you will work on the;
you scratch my back and I’ll scratch
yours principle. This means that you will
happily continue doing the extra things
for them while they are ‘pitching in’ and
doing their share around the house.
However, you will withdraw doing
some things, usually available to them,
when they become uncooperative
or indifferent.

Notice the language? It’s not
hostile or threatening, but
delivered with composure. And
because of this, eleven year old
Clancy is more likely to do the
job willingly because his dignity
remains intact. Let’s move to the
next step. There will be times
you have to follow through with
a consequence. Believe it or not,
you can be sympathetic as you
call off the sleepover by saying
something like;
“I know how you feel, Clancy.
It’s a pain having to live with the
consequences of your actions,
isn’t it? You’re smart. You’ll make
a better choice next time.”
Keep right away from, “You’ll
thank me for this one day!”
Typically, the response will
disappoint you, and so it
should! No matter how you
deliver the consequence, be
prepared to be called “mean”,
“nasty”, “unfair”, “a loser”,
“embarrassing”, “cruel”, or “hateworthy”. Your job as an adult is
to see their jibes as impotent.
Don’t respond. Good parenting
has moments when it feels hard
and appears thankless.
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Spoilt
kids
contribution

always

sabotage

All kids need to know that they are
unconditionally loved by their parents,
but that’s different to, “You are special
just because you are you”. This style of
communication grows an unrealistic
sense of ‘entitlement’ in children,
leaving them with a confused view of
their place in the world. The result is that
these ‘little princes’ or ‘little princesses’
look and act spoilt. Their self-absorbed

behaviour becomes seriously at odds
with helping out around the house,
or in fact putting themselves out to
help anyone. When questioned about
‘pitching in’, they will tell you that they
won’t be treated as a slave, and when
you say that if they don’t ‘pitch in’ you’re
feeling like the slave, they’ll roll their
eyes, shrug and walk away.
As you well know, there are many
miserable adults struggling to reconcile
their distorted view of their place in

the world due to a childhood of being
indulged, doted on and believing they
are entitled. Be careful about the seeds
you sow.
The following ‘reality styled tips for
teenagers’ has long been doing the
e-mail rounds. Often, they’re falsely
attributed to Bill Gates, and if you can
get past the hard edge, the list conveys
the view that a sense of entitlement is
unhealthy for young people.

RULES:
Rule 1: Life is not fair - get used to it!
Rule 2: The world doesn’t care about your selfesteem. The world will expect you to accomplish
something before you feel good about yourself.
Rule 3: You will not make $100,000 a year straight
out of high school. You won’t be a manager with a car,
a car phone and bonuses until you earn them.
Rule 4: If you think your teacher is tough, wait till you
get a boss.
Rule 5: Working in a fast food joint is not beneath
your dignity. Your grandparents had a different word
for this - “opportunity”.
Rule 6: If you mess up, it’s not your parents’ fault just learn from your mistake.
Rule 7: Before you were born, your parents were
not as boring as they are now. They got that way
from paying your bills, cleaning your clothes and

listening to you talk about how cool you are. So
before you save the rainforests, try delousing the
cupboard in your own room.
Rule 8: Your school may have done away with
winners and losers, but life has not. In some schools
they’ll give you as many times as you want to get
the right answer. This doesn’t have the slightest
resemblance to anything in real life.
Rule 9: Life is not divided into semesters. You
don’t get summers off and very few employers are
interested in helping you find yourself. You do that
on your own time.
Rule 10: Television is not real life. In real life people
have to leave the coffee shop and work.
Rule 11: Be nice to nerds. Chances are you’ll end up
working for one.

Is it wise to attach pocket-money
to chores?
Now we’ve established that it’s good
for your kid’s long-term mental health
to contribute around the house, let’s
introduce the idea of pocket money.
Some families instantly attach pocket
money to household chores. They
believe this will make their kids more
diligent as well as teach them a bit
about the ‘hard knocks’ of employment.
This works well for a few kids, especially
those like Jack in our second scenario.
If you decide that your kids are similar

to Jack and that you’re clever enough
to make it work, then here’s a ‘rule of
thumb’ we’ve discovered from our
surveying. It is to award $0.20 per
year of the child’s age, per chore. This
translates to a ten year old earning $12
a week for pocket money because they
successfully complete six set chores
each week.
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Alternatively, you might wish to run a chore incentive styled system, take a look at the chapter called, How-to catch and build
positive behaviours. It’s filled with lots of appealing ways to implement these kinds of ideas.
Tyler used a chore incentive system
Twelve year old Tyler and his mum
devised a clever point system which
inspired him to contribute more
around the house. Left to his own
devices, he wouldn’t do much. Under
the new system he could earn a
point for feeding the dog, two points
for stacking the dishwasher, one
point for making his bed and two
points for taking out the recyclables
each day. If Tyler completed his
chores during the week, he was

able to achieve 30 points. Dianne,
his mum, and Tyler decided on a
formula to convert points to dollars,
and once every three or four weeks
would buy something that he could
not otherwise have. His first two
purchases were two hard covered
Star Wars Collector’s editions,
which he adored. Diane was clever.
Prior to the system beginning she
deliberately whetted Tyler’s Star
War appetite with a brief visit to the

bookstore, a chance for him to hold
the books, to flick pages and smell
the new ink. That set the scene for a
successful outcome! In the ensuing
weeks, Dianne was happy to prompt
Tyler, but the beauty of their simple
system was the way it dramatically
reduced his forgetfulness. It required
little effort to maintain, as largely
Tyler could be left to record the
points on the tracking sheet taped to
the fridge. It was a win/win solution!

When pocket money results in little or no improvement with chores, parents often lock themselves into a damaging power
struggle with their kids. Be careful - avoid walking headlong into this obvious trap! Our preference is that kids should receive an
allowance. This needs to be viewed as an automatic share of the family’s income. The amount of money kids receive increases
as they mature, and takes into account that teens will be using their allowance to fund more expensive pursuits, clothing
and so on.
Moneyboxes, saving and banking
Typically, after a child first receives
pocket money or an allowance you’re
likely to find it on the floor of their
bedroom or in with the Lego. Don’t
despair, because when we view it
through a young child’s eyes it’s easy to
understand this. Even though they’ve
worked for it, and looked forward to
receiving it, they may have never used
it. Think about it - in today’s electronic
world, kids don’t often see money
exchanged because wages are often
paid directly to bank accounts, bills are
paid online, goods are purchased by
waving a plastic card past a beeping
sensor and cash comes out of a hole in
the wall. Given this, it’s pretty hard for
kids to conceptualize its actual worth in
the beginning.
Get kids in to the habit of dividing
their income
A sensible starting point is to pay young
kids their pocket money or allowance
in coins and help them to divide their
income into what will be saved, spent
and shared with charity.
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Look over websites dedicated to
teaching kids financial literacy and
you’ll find a recurring theme - the
importance of teaching kids to save,
spend and share. This simple formula
suggests putting part of their pocket
money or allowance aside to save,
dedicating a part to give to charity and
keeping part to spend.
Talk to anyone who has studied
wealth creation and they’ll mention
George Clason’s classic ‘The Richest
Man in Babylon’ or ‘Think and Grow
Rich’ by Napoleon Hill. They teach
how-to develop good money habits,
and the ideas and themes are still
relevant today.
A number of families we work with use
‘Moonjar’
(www.moonjar.com.au).
This is a three-part moneybox with
sections dedicated to saving, spending
and sharing. It comes with a booklet
containing ideas to teach financial
literacy to kids. ‘Moonjar’ also has a
passbook where kids can nominate
the different percentages that will be

saved, spent and shared and record
their deposits and withdrawals.
Coupled with a child’s savings bank
account, this is a useful tool for teaching
kids how to successfully navigate their
financial future.

